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Major General Thomas P. Lynch 
Commanding General, U.S. Army Armor Center and Fort 
Fort Knox, Kentucky 40121 

Dear General, 

Our recently complete d.!!i ase level procurement audit at Fort Knox 
disclosed a number of serious deficiencies in planning, 

P 
ntract format and usage, contractor performance, and inspection. 

Some of the resulting adverse effects included performance of unneeded 
work while valid requirements went undone, unbalanced contractor bidding, 
contract overpayments, potential liability to contractors for damages, 
failure to meet contract specifications, unsightly conditions, and 
inadequate documentation to support contract payments. Further, command 
decisions concerning exterior painting contrwere extremely costly 
and appear unjustified. Ne also identified situations involving conflict 
of interest and potential collusion and fraud/ 

As defi 
-.qc &Q-.&L 

p@=r staff: 4 
h-s were documented we b$ought t&em to the attention of 
ho were extremely cooperative 'and have initiated many corrective 

act-ions./ In somL 0 cases partially effective solutions had been implemented 
prior to our review, Those deficiencies with potential criminal motivation 
were referred to the Army Criminal Investigation Division and the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation. 

Lb- 
While Fort Knox officials are to be commended for their cooperation and 

painting contract related deficiencies which were a recurrence of problems 
identified and reported to Fort Knox during a 1970 General Accounting Office 

ZJ~ h 
review. 

RELEASED 



The deficiencies and examples of their adverse impacts are outlined 
in Attachment 1. The corresponding Fort Knox proposed or implemented 
corrective actions as provided by your staff are enclosed as Attachment 2. 
We would appreciate that your response to this letter report incorporate 
any updated information concerning these corrective actions. 

Sincerely, 

Regional Manager 

Attachments 
as stated 
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. GAO IDENTIFIED DEFICIENCIES AT FORT 
KNOX WITH EXAMPLES OF ADVERSE EFFECTS 

The following deficiencies and related adverse effects were identified 
during a limited scope audit of Fort Knox base level procurement. Thus, 
the examples provided primarily relate to specific areas reviewed in detail, 
such as roofing and painting contracts. Our findings indicated, however, 
that several problems were general in nature and not confined to the areas 
we reviewed. For example, inspection records were usually inadequate regard- 
less of the contract reviewed. Further, problems with contractor performance 
appeared widespread. Fort Knox management and audit organizations should 
consider these factors in implementing corrective actions and evaluating their 
effectiveness, as well as in programing internal reviews to ensure that 
similar problems do not exist in areas not reviewed by GAO. 

The following list does not include some minor deficiencies which were 
discussed with the appropriate officials, who took corrective actions. 

A. Planning 

1. An inaccurate data base (computer printout) was used to develop 
contract requirements estimates. 

a, Buildings were included for work which had already been 
performed, This caused unbalanced bidding and in some 
cases unnecessary work was paid for. 

b. Buildings needing repair were not included, causing unsightly 
conditions, 

2: Planners did not coordinate with other organizations, thus 
buildings which no longer existed or were scheduled for 
demolition were included in contract bid schedules. 

a. Unbalanced bidding occurred, which may have resulted in unearned 
profits. 

b, Work was performed on buildings which were subsequently demolfshed. 

3. Planners did not perform site inspections which should have prevented 
some of the above problems, 

B. Estimating 

1. Cost estimates for painting contained many discrepancies and sand- 
blasting cost estimates for the 1976 contract were greatly over- 
stated. 

a, The estimates did not provide procurement officials a valid 
basis for determining if the low bid was fair and reasonable. 
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. ‘b, Negotiated contract amendments may have been 
too costly. 

2. Sandblasting estimates were inverse to actual requirements. 
Buildings requiring little sandblasting were overestimated 
while conversely, buildings requiring a good deal of sand- 
blasting were underestimated as much as 500 percent. 

a. Unbalanced bidding may have occurred. 

b, Too much was paid for actual sandblasting performed. 

3, Paint requirements appear overestimated. For examples 
the engineers estimated 30 gallons would be required 
to paint a two story barracks with about 4800 square 
feet of exterior surface, Conservatively, we estimated 
that 24 gallons would suffice, while the "Painting and 
Decorating Craftsman's Manual and Textbook*' indicates 
only 19 gallons would be needed. lJ 

a, & b, Same as #B,la & b above, 

C. Contract Format and Usage 

1, Prior to the 1978 contract, use of representative buildings 
created the potential for unbalanced bidding and improper 
payments due to multiple plan number listings and to the 
inclusion of non-representative buildings under a given con- 
tract line item. 

a. It appears unbalanced bidding occurred. 

b. Improper payments were made. 

C. Building substitutions created unsightly conditions. 

2. The 1978 contract identified a specific building for each 
line item; however, the planning deficiencies discussed 
above created the potential for unbalanced bidding. Further, 
this contract format violates the intent of a requirements con- 
tract, 

a. Unbalanced bidding and potential collusion resulted. 

b. New requirements identified during the contract period 
cannot be painted without a contract modification. 

3. The partial sandblasting and painting line items under the 
1976 contract were duplicative and inappropriate. 

I/ Since the estimate was to repaint buildings painted less than a year before, 
even less paint may have been required, 
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a. The most expensive method of sandblasting and painting 

was used to reimburse the contractor when a cheaper 
method was available. 

b. Buildings were paid for which were not covered by these 
line items. 

4. Exterior painting specifications prohibit painting asbestos- 
cement surfaces, yet many buildings of this type were ordered 
for painting and paid for at exhorbitant prices for the work 
performed. 

5, Sandblasting specifications state that payment shall be on a 
square footage basis with openings not deducted. Buildings 
comprised 40 percent or more of windows or other areas not a 
requiring sandblasting were ordered, sandblasted and paid for 
on this basis, 

6. Prior to the 1978 exterior painting contract, delivery orders 
did not cite specific work. Call orders were used to order 
the buildings to be worked on. The call orders included many 
duplicate listings under either the same or different contracts. 

a. Neither the delivery orders nor the call orders could be 
used to identify work performed. 

I 

b. Buildings were paid for twice under the same or different 
contracts. (We could not determine if the buildings were 
actually painted twice.) 

7, Contractor billings and inspection reports did not identify 
the specific work performed. 

a. Many buildings were paid for under the wrong contract 
line item at a greater amount, (tie found no instance of 
underpayment.) 

b. Buildings were paid for twice. 

C. Work not performed was paid for. 

d. Inspector math errors (in the contractor's favor) were 
paid for. 

e, Certifying officers have certified incorrect data and 
payments. 

8. Exhorbitant prices were paid for many buildings- e,g, $419 each 
for several very small buildings, 
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9. Facilities Engineers used the painting contracts as though 
they were regular firm fixed priced lump sum instead of 
requirements contracts. 

a. By not ordering valid requirements, Port Knox may be 
liable to the contractor for damages due to his loss 
of business. 

b, The engineers failed to take advantage of better prices, 

c, There may be some impropriety in the methods used to 
expend exactly,the estimated contract amount, 

10. Most contracts we reviewed were awarded on an all-or-none basis, 
Greater use of split award bid evaluations may reduce unbalqnced 
bidding and also could result in lower prices. We reyiewed a limited 
number of contracts and thus could not quantify this potential; 
however, we found one contract for which the bids indicated about 
$90,000 would have been saved on a split award basis, 

D. Contractor Performance 

1, There are widespread deficiencies in the quality of painting per- 
formed by the contractors, Review of other type contracts and 
associated inspection records indicates similar problems, probably 
to a lesser degree, Further, the records show that engineers and 
inspectors were approving work scope changes without first obtaining 
the appropriate contract modification. 

a, Fort Knox paid for work not meeting contract specifications. 

b, Unsightly conditions resulted, 

C. Local contractors who knew specifications did not have to 
be met had an unfair competitive advantage, 

E* Inspection 

1. Inspection quality was inadequate, The deficient contractor 
performance described above was approved by the inspectors. 
Incomplete work or work not performed at all was approved for 
payment. Duplicate and otherwise erroneous payments were 
made due to inspector error, The inspectors apparently did 
not question exhorbitant prices being paid for painting asbestos 
sided, brick, or very small buildings. Proper approvals and 
contract modifications were not obtained for work scope changes. 

a. , b., c., Same as D. 1 a,b,c, above 
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2. Proper records were not maintained. Records were inaccurate, 
incomplete and, in some cases, missing. 2/Uniform records 
keeping standards were not used and superzsory review was 
inadequate as evidenced by the errors found, 

a. Work performed could not be determined for several 
contracts. Thus, the validity of contract payments 
was not supported. 3/ 

b. Documentation is inadequate should contract litigations 
occur. 

C. Computer records updated from inspection records contained 
invalid data, 

F. Miscellaneous Deficiencies 

1. The command decision to change the building trim painting scheme flit 
was costly and appears unjustified. The old method had been 
acceptable and no real benefits were identified for the new 
method. The 1976 contract solicitation requested bids on both 
the old and new methods. The low bid for the old method (by a 
non-local contractor) was $53,000 less than the low bid for the 
new method (by a local contractor). Despite this, the installation 
commander directed the award be made for the new method. 

a. Many buildings in need of painting which could have been 
painted for this cost difference, were not painted, 

b, The new paint scheme was perpetuated in subsequent contrwts, 
with an unquantifiable cost increase, 

2, After the 1976 contract was awarded and several buildings painted, 
the installation commander directed a color change from snow white 
to bone white, The records do not support the necessity of this. 

g/ Such records are the basis for contract payments and copies should be 
maintained with the contract files, 

3J Inspection records for one roofing contract contained building measurements.. 
made by the inspector. We found nearly all the measurerrlents were oyerstqted 
and, if thev were the basis for payments, the contractor was Overpaid, 'For 

s for building #78 would have resulted example, the inspector's measurement 
in an overpayment of about $300, 

4J Formerly the trim painting of fascia board, doors, windows, etc., was done 
in the same color as the rest of the building. Under the new scheme, this 
trim work was painted a different co 1 or from the rest of the building, 



*. 

change. The snow white paint had passed laboratory testing 
and inspections by both inspectors and engineers, The con- 
tractor contended'additional paint would be required to pro- 
vide proper coverage using the bone white color and he submit- 
ted a cost change proposal for about $56,ODO, The explanations 
QlYen for the additional paint requirements seem incogruous with 
the data in the files and with physical observ@ions we made, 
Further, the contractors proposal contains several obyious over- 
stated requirements, yet a negotiated amendment to the contract 
awarded him exactly what he requested, We found no record of a 
price negotiation memorandum, nor any evidence of a cost/price 
analysis to be used as the Fort's position, for the negotiation. 

a. The contractor received unwarranted increased payments. 

b. A subsequent contract was issued to repaint the buildings 
initially painted snow white, It cost more to paint 10 
of the buildings the second time than the first, despite 
the contractor being relieved of surface preparation and 
painting recently painted buildings. Further, over $1100 
too much was paid for these buildings the first time due 
to paying for them under the wrong contract line item. 

C. This color scheme has been perpetuated in subsequent con- 
tracts at a potential cost increase. 

Fraud/Collusion/Conflict of Interest 

1, Conflict of interest situations were identified on the part 
of inspector personnel. 5J 

2, Potential collusion and fraud were identified for several 
contracts. 5J 

5J These matters were referred to the Army Criminal Investigation Division 
and the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
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GAO SURVEY OF LOCAL OR BASE LEVEL PROCUREMENT 
ACTIVITIES - CORRECTIVE ACTION COIWENTS IN RESPONSE : 1 - 

TO DRAFT PAPER ON GAO IDENTIFIED DEFICIENCIES . 

DATE: 4 Mai 19% -.- : - - -. . . 
. 

1. The following corrective action comments are keyed to the format - .- 
out1 ined in the GAO draft paper: . . . -_ -- 

A. .PLANNING. 
- 

. . _ 

base 
1, .Source records have been improved to provide a more accurate data -- * . .* 

for contract requirements- Duplicate records have been eliminated 
in that only the Engineer Plans and Services building printout is being * 
used for the paint contracts. The accuracy and timeliness of input to the . 
printout have been improved. The printout will be updated at least 
monthly. Based bn inspectors’ reports of buildings and other source 
data, a field survey trill tie implemented before a cotitract is written to _ ’ 
ensure that requirements are accurate. 

2. Steps have been taken to *improve coordination beh:een. the Real . 
Property, Master Pl anni ng and Engi neeri ng Plans offices regardi ng 
buildings proposed or scheduled for demolition. Buildings programed for - - 
demo? i tion on master planning documents will be eliminated from contract 

-_ _ requirements _ -- -‘- .- . . 1 _ . . ._. : 
:.. --_ i. . 3. .A field suwey wil? be implemented-before contract requirem&&- r I ~. - 5 ___- are prepared to verify building Andy structure conditions . The survey w’if 1 - 

include on-site inspections. 
. . ._ -. . :_ -- 

__:. I‘ 6’ ..:. . 
B. &TIMATING m 

1. Histokical data will continue to be used in developing cost - 
estimates. Computation of cost estimates will be made, however, by 
averaging prices by type of buildings over a period of three years instead 
of considering only the most recent price. More emphasis on field sur\rey 
inspections will be made to ensure accurate cost estimates. 

2 and 3. A closer investigation will be made by the designer of the - . 
actual condition of buildings to be sandblasted and/or painted. Kore 
concentration of work effort w-if 1 be placed on physical inspection of 
buildings before contract requirements are written to ensure that _ 
painting and sandblasting estimates are valid and accurate. 
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page 2 of 4 
The use of representative type buildings was discontinued 

. 

- irio; to award of the FY 78 contract in an effort to identify and control - 
the specific buildi rigs- to be painted and provide an ordering document upon 
which to base payment. Since that effort did not correct the unbalanced 
bidding problem and possibility of improper payments still existed 
because of substitutions, the use of requirements contra.cts $br this type’ - ._-. 
of contract: ng has been discontinued in favor of a lump sum contract’ for a .* * 
group or groups of buildings, and/or indefinite quantity contract’for - . :- 
identified groups of buildings. This will virtually eliminate the * . -- :- . 
possibility of unbal anced bidding, except for a true risk factor, and . . 
provide complete control of the buildings to be painted and payments to _. 
be made, Any necessary substitutions for reasons of priority are now 

- documented by change order to the deli.very order and/or.contract. 
Contract bid sheets will be more specific with more detail information and 1 ..m 
more accurate estimates of quantity requirements. Requirements type 
cotitracts will be used only where appropriate,. i ,e., family housing where 

_._. 

actual quarters are unknown. . . - . _- 

3, Requirements tyrje contract for exterior and- interior painti ng*.will . 
be eliminated except as noted above for family housing. Inspection and. . * 
enforcement of cdntractor perfornanck w-i1 1 be emphajized. Contractor .’ 
will now be required to list each building and the work done before . 
payment is made- . :P D _-_’ . . 

4. Contract bid sheet for p’ainting contracts will be improved by - - 
making it incf ude more detailed information and more accurate. estimates -of _ 
quanti ty re.qui rements . Inspection and enforc&ment of contractor 
performance is being strengthened. 

5. The sandblasting contract specifications and bid sheet will- be - 
* 

_ -_ -revised to allow contadtor payment for only the surface (square foota’ge) 
actually sandblasted, Also the inspection and enforcement of contractor *.. 
performance will be. strengthened.. . L c- . _ . - 

- -_ :-.:iY: 1. I-: 1-1 : . . . --._. _ -z -_ _ _ -- z 
.- - 

6&r&7, 
; . _- . . . . 

.I. k -n& deiii&iJi orier’pio.ce$&e a& nefhod of‘ pa$:nont’fo- -:‘-:- ~.1~.~.~~~ 
- con.tractors has’ recently been -Smpl einented. HeretofDre contractors’ - - .‘_-: .-;. _ 

submitted an invoice for a total dollar value, as agreed to with the 
inspector in the field (progress payment method}, and a DD Form 2% 
Receiving Report was submitted. Based-on these two documents the contracting 
officer approved payment to the contractor, This process has beeri 

- discontinued not only on the painting contracts but on any contract . 
providing unit prices as a basis for payment. C&tractors are now required 
to subnit a claim (invoice) for work which they state has been completed. . 
This invoice blill then be cleared against inspection ai?d acceptance 8 
records. -Inspectors w-i11 no longer have to be concerned with advance 

_ .* - 

a sr eenent with the contractor as to th? znounts due. As contractor cla-ims 
are subxitted, inspectors only need -;o check their records for cczpletion 
2nd acceptance. This procedure should vir -tualIy el ininate the possibility 
Of a dupt iczte payment. 
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4 *Also,’ g new system of record. keeping has been implemented for inspectors.. -. _ 

l More specific contract information is being in1 cuded with the mpnthly progress 
report. In additi.on, a new. log book system is in use and will show a ., . 
conpl: ete record of all work completed and paid for. The log book system will :- 
provide a compl. ete and effective audit trai-l . . - 

8, Occurrence of this deficiency witl be prevented in the future by - ” 
implementation of the field survey bef&e contract requirements are _ . . . 
prepared to verify actual building and structure condi%ions. . _ 

. 
9. As discussed in C-l and 2' above, this deficiency will be precluded - . - 

from okcuring in the future through usage of a lump sum contract o-r _ . * : 
i ndef i ni te quantity contracts o 

- strengthened and monitored e 
Also, the inspection function wil! *be . .- ! 

. 

10. Use of spl it awards may or may not have resulted in savi rigs. . There ‘i. 
is no assurance that the unit prices on those contracts reviewed would have 
been the same had the contractor not been told in the award criteria that - 
award would be made on an atl-or-none basis. ‘The use of requirements contracts 
and this award procedure was put into effect as a result of bidding in . _ 
prior years, or a firm fixed price basis, with .awards made on individual - 
item basis .to the extent of funds available. In most instakes this resulted - 
-in mu3 tiple awards to “selected” bidders with the remaining items cancelfed. 
Multiple award provisions $Sl be-considered for incfusion in future : 
solicitations for these type iervices . . . .._ - 

. . 
D. CONTRACTOR PERFORMANCE. - _ s 

. 
1. . Strict enforcement of contract specifications will be implemented 

to improve the qua1 its, of contractor performance. Coordination on attainment _ _ 
of stridt contractor: compliance wt'th specifications wilt be maintained by 

-.- - the inspectors; the- project engineer,. the co?tracting officer’s representatjve; .- 
_-.. : . and 326 Ico$rdcEing-officer-;-- - . . ._ Sthridards of inspect-ion witf be strengtheried- ;,- ;,I 1.--J- 

.- f.. : ..thVough' additjo,na’L trairiincj of..the.j.nspectors (Army sponsored. schools’;. :f. ..:-“...I:?:~. -~--l----~-in-holij~~tra-inin~-,~~ ~iippt’iers ‘.~ se~indrs j ;:.assi gnrnen’t, of-‘~~-~cia? iied.~~ut~i~es;-~ .‘.I --I,::~.. 1..<. 
.--“‘-and r&eM- imdl'ementa~ibnl-'o'f--'the.:-n-~~~170q' book kecord<‘s.vstem, . Also; 'liew‘ job.-- a_ -- 

descriptions ire being written foi-- insp%tors rhqutring-more specTalized . 
duties. All of these actions wi’l1 assist -i’n obtaining maximum contractor 
performance. - - 

The contracting officer and construction section personnet are now 
participating more fu-lty in ‘the devefopment of the solicitatjon package and 
inspections of work performed by physical visits to the job site and 
phrti cipating in the train? ng process of inspector personnel. 

Regarding the quality of paihting performed bjr contractors, representatives- 
from the Department of Army Office of Chief Engineer and the Construction 
Engineering Research LaWoratory.have visited Fort Knox at our request to 
discuss/advise corrective measures and methods to prevent paint peeling 
on buildings. We are continuinj to imp1 enent their suggestions. 

D  3 
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l . . All of the actions’identified under D abode are being-or wil’l 
* a be implemented to strengthen the quality of inspection. EmphasSs is being 

given to enforcing.strirZter inspection standards and monitoring of inspectors’ 
work. The recent implementdtion of the neM- log book record system will 
further improve the inspecti.on effort and provide adequate records in -. 

_- documenting good or poor contractor performance. - . 

F. MISCELLANEOUS DEFICIENCIES. * 
. .-_: 

. - Cd. * .* - 
1 and 2. The changes in painting- scheme and paint color was a command-. . 1. 

decision based on the direction of the installation commander.’ The 
addi tiona’l cost for both factors, change from Scheme A to Scheme B and .- _ 

. change from snow white to bone white, was made known to the command and 
.:.. ‘: 

: _ -.. 
the contract files were’documented to show this, No price negotiation ’ . . I 
memorandum was prepared since no real negotiation took place other than - . . 
a review and verS fi cation of the additional quantities of paint required. 
The priorities established and directions issued did not prov.ide the -_ 

.opportunity for meaningful negotiations. 
. . 

.{ FRAuD/CDtLuSrON/CO~FLXCT OF INTEREST, 
- . . 

. . _- . . 
_ . . 

. tlhen the potential fraud/collusion problem was identified, responsive . .-. 
command action was taken to refer the matter ta the Criminal Investigation. 
Division (CID) wh-ich subsequently made the referral to the -FBI. .- . : - ._ 

. When the conflict of interest s'i tuatjon was identified, respons-ive - - - 
command action was taken to relieve the I’ndividual involved as inspector . . 
from the applicable contract jobs, and to inform the Office of StBff 
Judge Advocate of the situation. Guidelines have been established to 
preclude a s’lmifar type of situation from occurring. Inspectors will be - . 
instructed of .circumstances when a potent-i‘al conflict of Interest .may 
exist, pnd will be informed of the appropriate action to be taken i’n --_ 

- : . . . _ _. i ._ .z theje::~i~cumstantes; -.-‘.---. _. .. r;I- :.II-_ .- _ I --‘.;-.-.I --..;?’ --- : ‘-;i ,-:I-.- -‘;=:+ -:.: -.--,i:-..‘:..:.,...r 1 _ - . . __._ .‘- .--: +,-.. .:. - ‘ : , :.-..-: I ” I.: _. __ __ _- - .* --- a- - I.: - -.. L-.- -::- 1. .--. *. _A-- -.-‘-; -. . <“’ *,.: ..?. 1 i _- .- _-.-_* ^ .- .* _ . . . -7.. i--:-w -I. ..‘--.. .‘(, 
_- _ ._ _ ._.- ,_-; ._>.. -... 

u~z-nr~.ymp, ~t.i~~~~~.~~~~~~;~~~~~ $y. :;-$&-&y ;: ‘o+ $b.+n’ &‘l&s-.-by~ ;+-$y;- ‘rjI ‘.. 
-_. _ _ _ ;- -- - : -Ciif-1 ab&n;cj;- I :thi$ c-oman$-]+,i fJi”pui~u&~ +ecb-veqj.,efir c*.~~~~~~t-‘;rve.~~ayments_l..~i:...~~---~ .: e?. - . . . . _ -. _ . , I _ . .... 1 ;.- _ - I _ ‘Z. -r.:. : 2; .-= : -=: --‘ -- : _ r -* -. . -. 

2. A follow-up review will be made on deficiencies jbentified ‘in-the 
final report by the installation Internal Review office to determine if 
responsive corrective actions have 6een taken. Also, internal review 
activjty in the procurement and contract adminjstration areas wi7’1 be 
programed for inclusion in the FY 1980 Internal Review Program. . 
3. These corrective action comments were prepared by the Internal Review 
Division, Comptroller based on input from the Directorate of Facilities 
Engineering and the Procurement Division, Directorate of Industrial _ 
Operations. 

, 

Chief, Internal Review Di;, Compt 
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